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ABSTRACT

It is well known, and important for applications, that Ricci-flat Riemannian manifolds

of non-generic holonomy always admit a parallel [covariant constant] spinor if they are

simply connected. The non-simply-connected case is much more subtle, however. We

show that a parallel spinor can still be found in this case provided that the [real] dimension

is not a multiple of four, and provided that the spin structure is carefully chosen.
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1 Introduction

In string and brane theories, the internal part of the vacuum space-time model is taken

to be a Ricci-flat Riemannian manifold. This is necessary if the manifold is to admit a

parallel spinor, which in turn is necessary if N = 1 supersymmetry is to be preserved

[1]. One must ask, however, whether Ricci-flatness is sufficient to ensure the existence

of a parallel spinor, and this is the subject of the present work. This question is par-

ticularly topical now that internal manifolds K of dimension other than six are being

considered [2], since the spin geometry of compact Ricci-flat manifolds K varies quite

strongly as the dimension n changes. [Throughout this work, "dimension" always means

"real dimension".]

As the only known [3] examples of compact Ricci-flat Riemannian manifolds have non-

generic holonomy [that is, their linear holonomy groups are proper subgroups of O(n),

or of SO(n) in the orientable case] we shall assume henceforth that K is a compact,

orientable, Ricci-flat manifold of non-generic holonomy. Our question is simply this:

must K admit a parallel spinor? The answer may be surprising: it is "no". For example,

let K be an Enriques surface [4], so that K is a compact Kahler 4-manifold which admits

a Ricci-flat metric. As we shall see, there is no parallel spinor on this manifold. Clearly,

it is important to arrive at a better understanding of this situation.

Ricci-flatness arises as the local integrability condition of the differential equations

expressing the condition that some spinor field be parallel. The question is whether the

parallel spinor locally so defined can be extended globally. One finds that complications

arise only if K is not simply connected. The complications are of two kinds. First, the

existence of non-contractible loops can make it impossible to define global parallel spinors

altogether; this is what happens in the case of the Enriques surfaces. The second, more

subtle complication is as follows. If a spin manifold is not simply connected, then it may

have more than one spin structure [5]. In such cases, it turns out that the success of any

attempt to extend a local parallel spinor depends on the choice of spin structure. In fact,

in a specific sense to be explained below, "most" spin structures on "most" non-simply-



connected K do not permit the extension to be made. However, on six-dimensional

Calabi-Yau manifolds, there is always [precisely] one spin structure which does admit a

parallel spinor.

Recently, Joyce [6] has given examples of compact seven-manifolds with linear holon-

omy group isomorphic to G2- Some of these manifolds are not simply connected, and so

we must ask whether global parallel spinors exist on them, and, if so, we should identify

those spin structures which permit parallel spinors and those which do not. In fact, these

problems can be analysed in a very direct and explicit way, as we shall now explain.

2 The Case n = Am

When n, the dimension of K, is a multiple of 4, the situation is quite clear-cut. We have

the following theorem.

Theorem 1 Let K be any compact, locally irreducible, Ricci-flat manifold of non-

generic holonomy and real dimension n = 4m, where m is any integer > 1. Then K

admits a parallel spinor if and only if it is simply connected.

Proof If K is simply connected, its linear holonomy group must be connected, and so

the holonomy group must be SU(2m) or Sp(m) or Sjrin(7) if n = 8. Recall [3] that local

irreducibility means that K is not a product. All of these groups are themselves simply

connected, and so K is a spin manifold [5]. Since every loop in K is contractible, parallel

transport of locally constant spinors is unambiguous, and so a global parallel spinor can

be constructed. Conversely, suppose that K admits a global parallel spinor with respect

to some spin structure. In this case, the given information merely forces the restricted [3]

holonomy group to be SU(2m),Sp(m), or Spin(7). This means that a certain canonical

form [the holomorphic 2m-form in the first two cases, the Cayley form in the third] exists

locally, but perhaps not globally [7]. However, via the "squaring" construction, these

canonical forms can be expressed in terms of the parallel spinor [5]. The existence of

the global parallel spinor thus forces the canonical forms to exist globally, and so the full



linear holonomy group of K is a connected group. But this is possible, if n = 4m, only if

K is simply connected [7, 8]. This completes the proof.

In connection with the second part of the proof, one should note that the Enriques

surfaces mentioned earlier do not have a connected linear holonomy group and do not

admit a global holomorphic two-form. They are not simply connected and do not admit

a parallel spinor. [In fact, they are not spin manifolds.]

From the point of view of applications, Theorem 1 is rather disappointing, since one

expects interesting physical consequences if K is not simply connected. For example,

non-trivial flat gauge configurations ["Wilson loop" or Hosotani [1] effects] are possible

only if K is not simply connected. In physical language, Theorem 1 means that, if n is a

multiple of 4, then N — 1 supersymmetry is inconsistent with Wilson loop effects.

3 The Case n ^ Am

The situation when n is not a multiple of 4 is more satisfactory, but also more subtle. Let

K be an n-dimensional spin manifold; that is, there exists a Spin(n) principal bundle

Spin(K) over K such that Spin(K) is a non-trivial double cover of SO(K), a bundle

of oriented orthonormal frames with respect to some fixed Riemannian structure on K.

Let V be some vector space which affords a faithful representation p of Spin(n). A

spinor on K can be interpreted as a V-valued function rp on Spin(K) which satisfies

ip(sg) = p(g~l)il>{s) for each s in Spin(K) and each g in Spin(n). [This is precisely

analogous to the interpretation [9] of vector fields as JRn-valued function on SO(K).]

In general, there is no unique spin structure on K if it is not simply connected. In the

case of compact, orientable, Ricci-flat, locally irreducible Riemannian manifolds of non-

generic holonomy, we can construct these explicitly, as follows. First, note that, by the

Cheeger-Gromoll theorem [3], K can be expressed as K — K/F, where K is the universal

Riemannian cover and F is a finite group of isometries acting freely on K. If n ^ 4m, then

both K and K are spin manifolds. To see this, note that in this case the full [not just the

restricted] holonomy group of K must be connected [7]: in fact, it must be isomorphic to



SU(2r + l),r > l,n = 4r + 2, or perhaps to the exceptional group G2 if n = 7. [Here

we are using the assumption that K is orientable. Non-orientable compact, Ricci-flat

manifolds of non-generic holonomy do exist in these dimensions, and their full holonomy

groups are disconnected, as is usually the case for non-simply-connected Riemannian

manifolds.] Since SU(2r + 1) and G% are simply connected, K is spin, and similarly for

K. As K is simply connected, its first homology group H\(K, 2Z) is trivial, and hence so

is its first cohomology group with TZ-i coefficients, Hl(K, ZS2). As the latter counts [5] the

spin structures on a spin manifold, we see that K has a unique spin structure, Spin(K).

Let / be any element of F, and let / be its natural lift [9], so that, because / is

isometric, / : SO(K) —» SO(K) is a bundle automorphism of SO(K). If we think

of Spin(K) as a 2Z2 principal bundle over SO(K), then we can construct an induced

bundle [9] f~1(Spin(K)), which is again a Z2 bundle over SO(K) equipped with a bundle

homomorphism / which covers / . As usual [9], / is unique modulo automorphisms of

f~l(Spin(K)) which preserve / . Now in this case Spin(K) is the only spin structure

over K, and so / is an automorphism of Spin(K) covering / . If we denote by —/ the

composite of / with —1, where —1 is the action by — 1 € Spin(n) on Spin(K), then

because —1 is central, —/ is also an automorphism of Spin(K) covering / . As / has no

fixed point, nor have / or / or —/.

Let p be the order of / . Then, by the chain rule, p is also the order of / , and so

fp = ±1. In the present case the minus sign can be ignored, as follows. First, if p is

odd and fp = —1, then (—f)p = 1 since —1, as an automorphism, commutes with every

other automorphism of Spin(K). Thus if p is odd, there is exactly one automorphism

of Spin(K) of order p covering / ; in this case, we pick / to be this automorphism and

so there is no ambiguity here. Suppose now that p is even, and assume that fp = —1.

Now K has a canonical parallel form: the holomorphic (2r + l)-form if the holonomy

group is SU(2r + 1), or the associative calibration [5] in the case of G2. In each case

these forms pull back to a parallel form to on K, and we have /*tu = u. [We draw the

reader's attention to the fact that it is essentially this relation which distinguishes this



case from the (4m)-dimensional case: for, in the latter, /* cannot preserve u. One can

still take a quotient in some cases, but then the holonomy group of the quotient manifold

will be disconnected.] This relation has the following interpretation in terms of holonomy

theory. Let P be a linear holonomy bundle [9] over K: it is a subbundle of SO{K)

with structural group isomorphic to the linear holonomy group. The relation f'u = u)

simply means that the natural lift, / , maps P into itself, fP = P. Now the Levi-Civita

connection on SO(K) induces a canonical Dirac connection on Spin(K). The holonomy

bundles in Spin(K) cover the holonomy bundles in SO(K). Let P be a Dirac holonomy

bundle covering P; then we have fP = ±P, where again —1 acts on P through the overall

action of Spin(n) on Spin(K). Thus (/)2P = P, and, since p is even, (f)pP = P. If

(/)p = — 1, then — P = P, which is only possible if —1 is an element of the structural

group of P. Now K is simply connected, so the holonomy group of any connection on

any principal bundle over K must be connected; therefore the structural group of P is

SU(2r+1) or G<i. But all of these groups have centres isomorphic to an odd cyclic group,

and so none contains —1. Thus fp = +1. In short, we may take it that / has the same

order as / itself.

Proceeding in this way, one shows that, just as F acts freely on K, so also it acts

[in the form of the induced automorphisms /] freely on Spin(K). Precisely because

the / are automorphisms, they commute with the action of Spin(n) on Spin(K), and

so there is a natural action of Spin(n) on Spin{K)/T. It is not difficult to show that

Spin(K)/r is in fact a principal Spin(n) bundle over K/T = K. Of course, F also acts

freely, through the natural lifts, on SO(K), and we have SO{K)/T = SO(K). Thus

(Spin(K)/r)/Z2 = SO(K), and in fact Spin(K)/T is a spin structure over K. However,

it is clear from this explicit construction that there is a crucial ambiguity in the way F

acts on Spin(K): namely, each / of even order can be represented either by / or by —/.

That is, there is an ambiguity not in the structure of F, but rather in the way it acts on

Spin(K). [When F is not abelian, there are additional complications because conjugation

by some element of the group can mix a given element with others, so that / cannot be



replaced with —/ without affecting the conjugate. In this case we simply replace F by its

abelianisation, and the above remarks apply to the abelianisation.] These various actions

by F produce different spin structures when we take the quotient, Spin(K)/T, and this

is how K can have more than one spin structure. One can show that the resulting spin

structures are in one-to-one correspondence with the group of homomorphisms from the

abelianisation of F to 2Li\ this group is isomorphic to H*(K, "Z-i)-, and so we recover the

well-known fact that Hl(K, Z2) counts the spin structures on a spin manifold K.

Some examples will clarify the basic idea. Let K be one of Joyce's [6] compact seven-

manifolds with holonomy Gi and fundamental group isomorphic to Z2, so that K =

K/Z2, with "Z-i generated by an involution / . Then K has a unique spin structure

Spin(K), but K has two distinct spin structures, Spin(K){l, / } , and Spin(K)/{l, — / } .

Again, suppose that K is a six-dimensional Calabi-Yau manifold of the form K /{Z2 x

Z2), with Z2 x Z2 generated by a pair of involutions (a, b). Then K has four distinct

spin structures, given respectively by factoring Spin(K) by {l,d,6, db}, {1, — a,b, —ab},

{l,d, —b, —ab}, and {1, —d, —6,d6}. Finally, suppose that F is the non-abelian group of

order 12 generated by a,b,c satisfying a2 = b2 = c3 = l,ab = ba,cac~l = b, cbc~l = ab.

The relation cac~l = b shows that d can be replaced by —d only if b is replaced by —6,

but this is inconsistent with cbc~l = ab. Hence K = K/V has only one spin structure in

this case.

With the aid of this explicit construction of the spin structures over K, we can now

easily prove the following result.

Theorem 2 Let K be any compact, orientable, locally irreducible, Ricci-flat manifold

of non-generic holonomy and real dimension not a multiple of four. Then there exists

exactly one spin structure over K admitting a parallel spinor; all other spin structures

admit no parallel spinor.

Proof As in the proof of Theorem 1, K, the universal cover, admits a parallel spinor. If

the holonomy group is G2, this spihor is essentially unique [the space of parallel spinors

is one-dimensional]; if the holonomy group is SU(2r + 1), it is unique modulo complex
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conjugation [10]. Let ip be the corresponding V-valued function on Spin(K), and let u

be the canonical form on K. Set K = K/T, and let / be any element of P; then f*u = LJ

implies, since u> may be obtained from the parallel spinor by "squaring", that f*ip = ±V-

But we have seen that the spin structures on K are obtained precisely by taking the

quotient of Spin(K) by the various possible actions of P on Spin(K). A given spin

structure over K will inherit the parallel spinor from Spin(K) if and only if f*xp = +xp,

never — ip, for every / in P. Now since xp(sg) = p{g~1)ip(s) for all s in Spin(K) and all g

in Spin(n), we have ip(—s) = —ip(s), and so

Therefore, if ftp = —ip, we have {—f)*ip = +ip. By suitably distributing minus signs, we

can therefore always find an action by P on Spin(K) that preserves ip\ but only one such

arrangement will work. Thus ip projects to a parallel spinor on one spin structure over

K, but it fails to do so for every other spin structure. This completes the proof.

For example, we saw that Joyce's manifold with fundamental group isomorphic to %i

has two spin structures, Spin(K)/{l,f} and Spin(K)/{\, — / } . Since either ftp = x}> or

{—f)*ip = V*. o n e of these has a parallel spinor, and the other does not. In the case where

the fundamental group is 2£2 x ^ 2 . one spin structure has a parallel spinor, while the

other three do not.

Readers familiar with Ref.[5] may wonder how Theorem 2 can be consistent with

Proposition 10.1 in Chapter IV of that work, which claims that a global spinor always

exists if the holonomy group is contained in the isotropy subgroup of the spin group at

any point. The subtle point here is that the parallel transport of spinors is governed

by different connections [the connections on Spin(K)\ where i labels the various spin

structures] to the one that defines parallel transport of vectors [the connection on SO(K)].

Thus we cannot speak of "the" holonomy group until we specify which of these connections

is meant. In fact, one can show that while the linear connections of these manifolds

always have a connected holonomy group, this is not necessarily true of the spinor or

Dirac holonomy groups. Thus requiring the linear holonomy group to be contained in
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the isotropy group may not suffice to ensure that the relevant Dirac holonomy group is

so contained: this will depend on the choice of spin structure. In fact, Theorem 2 asserts

that this kind of argument will usually fail.

In conclusion, then, compact Ricci-flat orientable six-manifolds of non-generic holon-

omy behave very differently to their four and eight dimensional counterparts: even when

they are not simply connected, they always admit a parallel spinor with respect to some

spin structure. The Joyce manifolds in dimension seven behave, in this respect, exactly

like six-dimensional Calabi-Yau manifolds.

4 Conclusion

The results of this work are easily summarised. Let K be a compact, orientable, locally

irreducible, Ricci-flat Riemannian manifold of non-generic holonomy and dimension n.

Suppose that K is not simply connected. Then if n = 4m, K has no parallel spinor; while

if n ^ 4m, K does have a parallel spinor, but only if one makes precisely the right choice

of spin structure. A bad choice of spin structure, then, will break supersymmetry. One

might regard this as evidence that Calabi-Yau six-manifolds or Joyce seven-manifolds

with several spin structures should be avoided. More speculatively, one might imagine

that some kind of "averaging over spin structures" on such a manifold could shed some

light on the problem of supersymmetry breaking in these theories.
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